PRODUCT FEATURES

- Die Cut Meter Gaskets
- Meets the physical property requirements in Table 4 ANSI/AWWA C111/A21.11
- NSF-61 Certified
- Drop-in version contains a patented tab for easy placement in tight spaces
- The filler meter gaskets come in thicknesses of 1/4” and 1/2” to address gaps
- MeterSeal Gaskets contain a molded bulb on the I.D. to provide a positive seal in the event of mismatched flange face or uneven bolt torque
- MeterSeal rated up to 200 psi

Since 1968, Spec Rubber has been a leader in quality, innovation, and technology. Every product that we manufacture is NSF-61 Certified and made in Alabaster, Alabama. So when quality and reliability count, call Specification Rubber Products Inc. www.specrubber.com

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

“Just a quick thank you for the meter gaskets provided last year. We installed these on a few of our problem meters at DFW Airport. I’ve waited this long to send this email to be sure the gaskets could be a proven fix. Every meter we have installed them in has not failed to date. Since then, we have purchased several more. The only problem is that your gaskets are so reliable that we may not need any more.”

- Dave Rogers, Dallas Fort Worth Airport